I. INTRODUCTION
In the contemporary big data era, fast development of technologies such satellite observation, GPS, and smart mobile devices enables us to collect large volumes of track data about geography, environment, and humans. How to discover valuable knowledge from the complicated, big moving data is becoming a pressing challenge.
Trajectory datasets record not only location information but also timestamps of moving objects. They can be visualized as lines on a two-dimensional space or space-time paths on a three-dimensional space [1] . Many trajectory data mining studies have been carr ied out to discover common patterns of moving objects. A group of the studies have focused on finding the patterns of the whole trajectory [2] [3] [4] , which are generally clustered by measuring the similarity between the whole trajectories [5, 6] . However, valuable moving patterns may also be concealed in some parts of the long trajectories. Therefore, a partition-and-group framework for discovering partial moving patterns was proposed by Lee 1. G. et a!. [7] , which employed the DB SCAN algorithm to cluster line segments of trajectories, and delineates each group by a representative path.
Although the partition-and-group framework is able to identify partial moving patterns from large trajectory datasets, it lacks the ability to reveal underlying temporal characteristics of the discovered common paths. Therefore, this study presents an analysis approach to reveal the temporal dynamics of moving patterns. It first clusters the trajectories by the partition-and-group framework, then calculates the temporal features of each partial moving pattern, and finally displays the temporal and spatial characteristics on a map.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the temporal analysis method developed on partial moving patterns. Section 3 presents a case study of ocean eddies to validate the utility of the method. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper.
II.

METHODS
In order to discover spatial and temporal characteristics of moving objects, we first extracted spatial features by identifying partial moving patterns, and then analyzed and visualized their temporal attribute.
A. IdentifY partial moving patterns
According to the partition-and-group framework [7] , there are mainly three steps involved in identifying partial moving patterns.
Firstly, trajectories are partitioned into line segments at characteristic points. These points are selected from nodes of original trajectories satisfying the minimum description length (MDL) principle [7] . It is a procedure of simplifying original trajectories and the MDL principle finds the optimal tradeoff between preciseness and conciseness.
Line segments are then grouped into clusters using the algorithm DBSCAN [7] . DBSCAN is extended here for line clustering. The distance measurement between line segments is adapted and consists of three components: the perpendicular distance, the parallel distance, and the angle distance. Whether two different line segments belong to the same cluster is detennined by whether they are density connected. Since different line segments may be extracted from the same trajectory, to explain the common behavior of different trajectories, the number of trajectories also needs to be restricted. B.
Temporal Analysis and Visualization
The identified representative trajectories only revealed spatial characteristics. From these routes, we easily recognized where moving objects frequently pass or long term exist, but we were not able to make sure when these happened. In order to compensate for this deficiency, we The color of the line reflected temporal characteristics while the width reflected the reliability of them.
III. CASE STUDY
We used real trajectory datasets of ocean eddies to verify the utility of our temporal analysis method.
A. Movement of ocean eddies
Ocean eddies play an important role in transporting energy and matter across the ocean and have been a research focus in oceanography for years [8] [9] [10] . In our previous study, Partial moving patterns of eddies in the SCS distributed in three regions: the north continent slope, the central basin, and offshore of central Vietnam (Fig. 2) . With the influence of submarine topography, eddies in the SCS frequently move along the north continent slope [13, 14] . In the northern SCS, the identified representative trajectory of anticyclonic eddy originated west of the Luzon Strait, propagated westward along the north continent slope, and disappeared near the western boundary (Fig. 2a) . The representative trajectory of cyclonic eddies displayed similar patterns, only the location of origin lied eastward (Fig. 2b) . The moving pattern along the north continent slope was the most significant one in our experiment result, which was consistent with previous research.
Affected by the Southeast Asian monsoon system and the large scale current, eddies in the SCS present annual and seasonal variations [15, 16] . Therefore, besides extracting paths of frequently passing eddies, we also expect to find out when these patterns exist. A further study on temporal characteristics extraction and analysis is necessary. (Fig. 3a) ; while cyclonic eddies may have originated in summer, and the temporal attribute changed randomly (Fig. 3b) . This random change suggested that representative trajectory should be divided and trajectories in this cluster may be not similar with others in the time dimension. The representative routes marked Cluster2 in Fig. 3b shows this phenomenon typically.
The temporal attribute of this trajectory changed constantly.
Therefore, few cyclonic eddies moved from the east of central Vietnam all the way to the southern SCS.
Observation data also verifies that eddies mainly move circularly here instead of moving in one direction [17] . There 
IV.
CONCLUSION
This paper proposed an analysis approach to exploring underlying temporal characteristics of large trajectory datasets. It first adopts the partition-and-group framework [6] to identify partial moving patterns, and then calculated the dominant time span of each segment of the representative routes to reveal the dynamics of moving objects.
We applied this method to studying the ocean eddies in Therefore our future studies will focus won incorporating temporal information into trajectory clustering procedure and take temporal continuance into consideration.
